
An AI-Powered Self-Publishing Platform and NFT Marketplace for 
All Types of Written Content.

Charles combines the benefits of blockchain, like enhanced security and IP ownership, with a Web2 interface 
enriched by Web3 capabilities. Designed for both blockchain enthusiasts and users who are not familiar with 

blockchain technology or cryptocurrency, its user-friendly tools ensure an accessible experience.

We are thrilled to present an extraordinary addition to our platform Charlie AI Bot, the Ultimate 
Intelligent Literary Assistant. With its exceptional features and unparalleled capabilities, Charlie AI 

Bot enhances the literary journey of both authors and readers.

Sell every word

Introducing Intelligent
Charlie AI Bot 

Books Short Stories

Poems Screenplays

Film Concepts Lyrics

Jokes & Bits AD slogans

Journals Game narrative

Join the self-publishing revolution 
with charles

Through our platform, we are creating a space where authors can share their 
unique perspectives, ideas, and stories with a global audience.

Platform is introducing a new term 
of tradable digital assets - 

NON FUNGIBLE BOOKS / NFBs.

Charles is not just a self-publishing platform; it is a catalyst for building a community of 
conscious writers and readers. 

We believe in the power of storytelling to inspire, educate, and transform lives.

Write Alongside the Greats:

- Replicate legendary writing styles
- Receive feedback in the style of literary icons

Monetize Collections:

- Earn from reselling books
- Rent and profit from your library

Exclusive Editions:

- Limited, 1st editions copies 
- Unique Signed Releases

All-in-One Ecosystem:

- Access tools for writing and promotion
- Benefit from full-spectrum author guidance

Build Connections:

- Deepen writer-reader ties and offer personalized engagement
- Platform for community growth

Gamified Reading & Writing:

- Earn tokens for the activities
- Enjoy ‘Write & Read 2 Earn’ rewards

Custom Audio Adventures:

- Convert NFBs into audiobooks
- Generate shorter versions of audiobooks

Together, we can empower authors, transform the publishing landscape, and create a vibrant 
ecosystem where creativity thrives and the voices of authors are heard worldwide.

 

Contact us today and let’s shape the future of self-publishing together.

NFTs have transformed ownership in digital art and music by using blockchain for unique authenticity, with sales soaring from 
$95 million in 2020 to $25 billion in 2021. Literature is now joining this NFT revolution, enabling authors to tokenize their 

works. Readers can own exclusive digital copies of literary pieces, extending NFT’s impact beyond art and music. This fusion of 
literary digitization, blockchain, and NFTs promises a new era in literature, benefiting authors, readers, and the industry.

P.S. You wouldn’t want to miss out on this, 
would you? 

Picture a world where writers save 90% on publishing, thanks to our cost-cutting methods. A transparent blockchain 
platform, tailored for every reader and writer, that guards every work’s authenticity. And for that special touch? A unique 

opportunity to learn from literary legends, blending timeless wisdom with today’s stories.


